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The 'Trust me' series from Collas Crill's Guernsey International Private Client and Trust team is intended to highlight key
considerations and provide practical pointers for professional trustees and corporate service providers on a variety of topics.

Indemnities can be a trustee's best friend or worst nightmare. They come into play in a variety of situations. In this guide, we look at the
common instances where contractual indemnities should be sought, why they are so often a point of negotiation and the importance of
getting them right.

Simply put, an indemnity is security or protection against liabilities or losses which may arise.

A trust is not a legal entity, so trustees act in a personal capacity. Therefore, trustees can in some circumstances be personally liable for
liabilities arising from their office as trustee. Provided a trustee has acted within the scope of its powers, not in breach of trust and
within the realms of any statutory limitations, they can call upon the trust assets to meet liabilities. However, in certain circumstances,
the trustee may not be able to call upon the trust fund to meet liabilities, or the trust fund is insufficient to meet potential liabilities. To
mitigate such circumstances, a trustee would seek an indemnity to ensure it can be sufficiently recompensed.

Trustees would most commonly seek an indemnity:

In both of the above scenarios, the trustee is divesting itself of trust assets and reducing (or completely losing) the 'pot' it can call upon
to meet liabilities.

Practically speaking, whenever the trustee wants to rely on a third party to compensate it for potential liabilities or losses when it cannot
or wishes not to call upon the trust fund of the trust. For example, a contractual indemnity with a third party service provider, such as a
property agent or an investment adviser. A trustee may also seek an indemnity in relation to a specific transaction it enters into.
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or wishes not to call upon the trust fund of the trust. For example, a contractual indemnity with a third party service provider, such as a
property agent or an investment adviser. A trustee may also seek an indemnity in relation to a specific transaction it enters into.

Indemnities can be inappropriately drafted so as to be either too broad or too narrow in scope.

To put it bluntly, indemnities may only be worth what the person giving them is worth. So if you know there is a risk that if you pursue that
beneficiary he is unlikely to be able to meet any claim against him, there remains a risk to the trustee.

For a new or incoming trustee giving an indemnity to outgoing trustees, an indemnity that is too broad or the terms too onerous can
pose various problems or risks and be administratively unworkable.

There are some key aspects of an indemnity that trustees should look out for.

When receiving the benefit of an indemnity e.g. when retiring as trustee or appointing assets out to a beneficiary:

When giving an indemnity (or taking on the burden of an indemnity) e.g. when being appointed as new trustee and indemnifying the
outgoing trustee:

Other points to watch for:
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negligence gross negligence

Section 44 of the Law provides trustees with a statutory non-possessory lien over trust property, which is another form of protection
potentially allowing a trustee to reimburse itself from trust property. However, this is clearly a different protection to that of a contractual
indemnity as the means of recompense differ. The section 44 lien is the right of the trustee, where it is not reimbursed from the trust
property, to follow, recover and appropriate the trust property for the purposes of realisation, payment and reimbursement. Whereas
under a contractual indemnity, a trustee would not seek reimbursement from the trust property, but would claim against the party that
gave the indemnity. A possessory lien (i.e. physically holding on to/retaining ownership or control of trust assets) is another form of
security a trustee may consider.

Thankfully, in practice indemnities are rarely called upon . However, they serve an important protection in what can be a risk-laden
industry.

STEP do have standard form templates for indemnities that can be usefully consulted. But be aware that standardised, boilerplate
indemnity clauses may not offer sufficient or appropriate protection. To make sure an indemnity would be enforceable and appropriate
in scope, particularly where there are known or potentially foreseeable risks or liabilities or where values involved are significant, it is
worth taking legal advice.

Read our previous guide 'Trust me' - what to inspect when you are expecting... a trust.

https://www.collascrill.com/knowledge-documents/guides/trust-me-a-lawyers-guide-to/
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